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Abstract

Half-line infinite graphs may be considered as words; the Caucal hierarchy therefore offers unexplored

set of constructible words. Morphic words are know to belong to the second level; we present an extension

which would correspond to higher levels. To reach this goal, the notion of scheme, as defined by Damm,

is intensively used : morphic words as defined are proved to be yielded by schemes of corresponding

order.

In what is called Caucal hierarchy, (labeled) graphs and trees are constructible by simple ways, namely
monadic interpretations and graph unfoldings. In particular, we focus on semi-line graphs of different levels,
which may be seen as infinite words; these very simple graphs offer a mesure of the complexity of each level.
Hence rises the question of the relationship between the hierarchy and word combinatory tools. Morphic
words are an example of a nontrivial tool to build infinite words, and they fit in the hierarchy. On the other
hand, the hierarchy is built by switching between infinite graphs and trees. Thus consider a deterministic
tree : we can provide an order on the arcs. The operation of picking leaves one after the other in order yields
also a (possibly infinite) word. The aim of this paper is eventually to connect those tree ways to see words :
semi-line graphs, yielded by trees, and via morphic words. The latter are extended to stick to higher levels
of the hierarchy.

The first part presents the hierarchy context, and is not stricly necessary to the understanding of ideas
in this paper. The following part describes morphic words and proposes an extension. To explain the latter,
first-order schemes are described, then second-order ones.

Useful definitions

An infinite word is an infinite sequence of letters from an alphabet Σ.
Graphs are as usual pairs (V,E) where vertices and arcs, possibly in infinite quantities, are labeled on

a finite alphabet. Graphs are always directed. We note p
a
→ q an arc between p and q labeled by a, then

p : a a vertex with colour a; and p
u
։ q a path between p and q, labeled by a word u, in which may appear

colours of intermediary vertices.

1 The hierarchy

The work in this paper relies on the hierarchy[Cau02], a hierarchy of infinite graphs which monadic second-
order theory is decidable. This part is not essential to the comprehension of the rest of this paper.

The hierarchy is built on two operations : unfolding and monadic interpretation.
First-order logic is based on two atomic formulas : equality between vertices (p = q) and direct ac-

cessibility (p
a
→ q). The set of formulas is then closed by logical connections and quantifications, to give

the set of first-order logical formulas. Monadic second-order (MSO) formulas are built by adding variables
representing sets, along with a new membership symbol x ∈ X .
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For all letter a, let ψa and φa be two MSO formulas, respectively with one and two free variables. A
monadic interpretation of a graph G is

I(G) = {p
a
→ q|φa(p, q)} ∪ {p : a|ψa(p)}

Unfolding a graph is even simpler : it builds the tree of all possible paths in the graph from a given
vertex, and duplicates vertices when necessary. See the Liouville example a bit later.

These two transformation sets build the graph hierarchy :
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Moreover, these tranformations preserve decidability of monadic second order logic.
Let G be a graph, and ThM(G) the set of MSO formulas without free variables satisfied by S.

Proposition 1. For all n and G ∈ Graphn, ThM(G) is decidable.

This property opens the way to many others, enlightened by (higher order) pushdown automatas [Car05],
[CW03], inverse regular mappings, and so on. Later on, we will use the approach through nth-order schemes,
which belong to Treen+1 — assuming a safety property (see proposition 10).

Presentations being done, let us focus on the topic. We will work on infinite words; in terms of graphs,
words are those whose arcs form an infinite semi-line. Starting from the vertex without entering arc, we read
arc labels to read the word. This object will sometimes be called graph-word to avoid confusion.

1.1 Some useful examples

The following proposition is easy to check.

Proposition 2. Let G be a graph, Ḡ = {p
ā
→ q|q

a
→G p} its converse and let h be a rational mapping

(h(a) ∈ Rat((Σ ∪ Σ̄)∗) for all a ∈ Σ), and the inverse rational mapping h−1 which maps G to

h−1(G) = {p
a
→ q|a ∈ Σ, p

h(a)
։ G∪Ḡ q} ∪ {p : a|a ∈ Σ, p

h(a)
։ G∪Ḡ p}.

Then h−1 is a monadic interpretation.

Let us choose an example to follow all along this paper. Among funny words — not too simple nor too
complicated — are the Liouville and Champernowne words, both belonging to the 3rd level of the hierarchy.

The Champernowne word will be described in appendix A. The Liouville word is the decimal part of

L =
∑

i≥1

10−i! = .1100010000000000000000010 . . .
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Here we begin by reaching this Liouville word by climbing in the hierarchy : that is, starting with a
prefix recognizable graph, then playing with unfoldings and monadic interpretations. The following graph is
regular, therefore prefix recognizable :
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. . .

Its unfolding from the uppermost-leftmost vertex gives the tree
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By feeding the inverse mapping h we get

h : a 7→ a
b 7→ b
F 7→ F #̄#
c 7→ #̄ā#
d 7→ b̄bb+F b̄∗#̄ā#
e 7→ F b̄∗#̄ā#
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Finally, the inverse mapping g provides the expected result (dotted line on the previous drawing) :

g : 0 7→ F (c̄+ ē)b(d+ e)F + F ēb̄(c̄+ d̄)b(d+ e)c∗F
1 7→ F (b̄+ ē)∗#̄a#b(d+ e)c∗F

This is indeed the Liouville word, which proves that it is in Graph3. As we can see, tracing its way
through the hierarchy may be rather complex. More usable tools — like schemes — will be preferred later.

2 Morphic words

2.1 First order

For a more complete definition of morphic words, see [AS03].
Let Σ be a set of letters, τ and σ two morphisms, and a ∈ Σ a letter.

τ : Σ → Σ∗ is such as τ(a) = au, u ∈ Σ, and
σ : Σ → ∆ is a renaming.

Successive iterations of τ build the series

τ0(a) = a
τ(a) = au
τ2(a) = auτ(u)
τ3(a) = auτ(u)τ2(u)

. . .
τω(u) = auτ(u)τ2(u)τ3(u) . . .

Morphic words are precisely the latter infinite words, possibly renamed by σ. That is to say, they are all
words σ(τω(a)), or to say it another way, they are all renamings of fixpoints of τ beginning by a.

Morphic words come in different flavours depending on the nature of τ and σ, but the strongest form
equals the weakest.

Proposition 3 ([AS03]). Let τ and σ be any morphisms such that σ(τω(a)) is an infinite word. Then there
are two morphisms τ ′ and σ′ such as τ ′ : Σ → Σ+, τ ′(a) = au and σ′ is a renaming, and

σ(τω(a)) = σ′(τ ′ω(a)).

In this paper, the property τ(a) = au will always be respected, but we allow σ to be more than simply a
renaming.

2.2 Second order

Since morphic words are thought to be exactly graph-words of Graph2 (the proof still resists, though), it
would be nice to have a generalization corresponding to graph-words of Graph3, extendable towards any
Graphn.

Schemes are the natural way to obtain this generalization, which will be detailed later on. For the time
being, let us be simply satisfied by definitions.

A second-order morphic word is based on a set of letters Σ0, functions on letters Σ1 (of fixed and bounded
arity) and two term morphisms τ and σ. We note Σ = Σ0 ∪ Σ1.

A term word is a concatenation of terms, that is to say one or more terms of Σ put one after the other.
τ and σ work on terms1 this way (zi are letter used only for definition) :

1One may note that τ may be seen as a first-order scheme.
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τ(a) = au u is a term word of Σ
b ∈ Σ0 : τ(b) = ub is a term word of Σ
b ∈ Σ1 : τ(b(z1, . . . , zn)) = ub term word of Σ ∪ {z1, . . . , zn}
b ∈ Σ0 : σ(b) = vb ∈ Σ∗

0

b ∈ Σ1 : σ(b(z1, . . . , zn)) = vb ∈ (Σ0 ∪ {z1, . . . , zn})
∗

When actually using τ , arguments of b are t1, . . . , tn, term words of Σ, so zi are replaced.

τ(b(t1, . . . , tn)) = ub[τ(ti)/zi]
σ(b(t1, . . . , tn)) = ub[σ(ti)/zi]

Note that if Σ1 = ∅, we land back to classical (first-order) morphic words. Let us recall our Liouville
word, and let be Σ0 = {a, 0, 1},Σ1 = {g1, n1}.

τ : a 7→ an(g(0))g(1)
g(z) 7→ n(g(0))g(0)g(z)
n(z) 7→ zn(z)

σ : a 7→ 11
g(z) 7→ 0z
n(z) 7→ z

and 0 7→ 0, 1 7→ 1 for both τ and σ. One iteration shows it all :

τ2(a) =

τ(a)
︷ ︸︸ ︷

an(g(0))g(1)

τ(n(g(0)))
︷ ︸︸ ︷

τ(g(0))
︷ ︸︸ ︷

n(g(0))g(0)g(0)

n(τ(g(0)))
︷ ︸︸ ︷

n(n(g(0))g(0)g(0))

τ(g(1))
︷ ︸︸ ︷

n(g(0))g(0)g(1)
σ(τ2(a)) = 11 00 01 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 01

That is a prefix of L. When iterating infinitely, L = σ(τω(a)).

3 Schemes and morphic words : first level

This chapter recalls and proves propositions of [Lav05]. Morphic words are understood as leaves of algebraic
trees. To know more on schemes, see [Dam77].

A scheme, or deterministic term grammar, is based on

• a finite set Σ of terminal nodes

• a finite set N of nonterminal nodes

• an arity Σ ∪N → N

• a finite set R of rules (one for each nonterminal)

• a nonterminal root S of arity zero.

Rules of R are of the form

F (z1, . . . , zn)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

left(r)

r
−→ right(r)

where F ∈ N , right(F ) is a term of N ∪ Σ ∪ {z1, . . . , zn} where z1, . . . , zn are new variables of arity 0.
Terms are of course represented as trees. We are interested in schemes that generate — under infinite

rewriting — infinite trees without nonterminal nodes. The relationship with hierarchy is simple.
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Proposition 4 ([Cau02]). Trees generated by schemes are terms of Tree2.

Since resulting tree is deterministic, one can provide a left-right direction to arcs. The yield operation,
or harvesting, consist in picking the leftmost leaves in order, if any. Technically, if the leftmost branch is
infinite, then the tree yields the empty word; otherwise the tree yields the leftmost leaf, concatenated with
the harversting of the tree where the path to that leaf has been cut. Later on, we focus on interesting
schemes, which yield infinite words.

A heading nonterminal of a tree is its leftmost-topmost nonterminal node. When that nonterminal
generates an infinite tree, what is to his right is forgotten, since it does not occur in the harvesting process;
hence the pruning process means cutting the zone right to a nonterminal.

These schemes will be transformed several times and simplified, until it appears clearly why morphic
words are yielded by terms. The first transformation is benign. A finite nonterminal always generates a
finite tree when his arguments are terminal. By extension, the corresponding rule is also called finite.

Lemma 5. For any given scheme, there is a scheme which generates the same tree with only infinite rules.

Proof. It suffice to replace any nonterminal which does not bring other nonterminals by its rewriting, until
there does not remain any.

The second tranformation modifies the final tree, but keeps the harvested part.
An argument of a nonterminal is called useful when, after some rewritings, it will eventually appear to

the left of any nonterminal. It is equivalent to say that that argument will appear in the word yielded by
the tree.

Lemma 6. For any given scheme, there is a scheme which yield the same word, and where all arguments
are useful.

Proof. Let be a scheme with infinite rules only. Useless arguments are easily detected. One can indeed draw
a graph linking arguments of a nonterminal to a corresponding place in the rewriting. Such accessibility
graph may be infinite, but is written with a graph grammar [Cau96] for a description of graph grammars).
The accessibility being decidable in a graph grammar, so are useless arguments.

How to build the graph grammar? Let F be the nonterminal we want. There is one vertex for each
argument of F , plus one vertex ext representing outside, ie. to the left of all nonterminal. Technically, for
each nonterminal F in the right part of the rule, let be as many vertices as the arity of F , named xF

1 . . . x
F
ρ(F ).

Let also be

father(F ) = xG
i if F is a subterm of the ith argument of another nonterminal G
ext otherwise.

Then the hyperarc labeled by F in our graph grammar has arity ρ(F ) + 1, and takes in order xF
1 , xF

2 ,
. . ., xF

ρ(F ), father(F ).

There are also vertices x1, . . . , xn for the nonterminal of the left part of the rule, and arcs xi → xF
j when

an occurence of xi is subterm of the jth argument of F (closest nonterminal ancestor).
An example would enlighten the process : let be a scheme with only one rule F .

F

y x

Fxyx

fF

y

Then the accessibility graph grammar appears (with nonterminal hyperarcs F of arity 3 drawn in dotted
curbs) :
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yx

ext

y1

x2

ext

F

yx
F

F

x1

y2

There is an arc from x to ext, since x is found at the left of all nonterminal. Double recursion implies
the outside of the lower F is in fact the first argument of the upper F . One can see that there is eventually
a path from both arguments (vertices x and y) to ext : so F has no useless arguments.

Now useless arguments have to be erased; while we are at it, we prune every zone to the right of
nonterminals, since they are infinite.

A immediate corollary cleans multiple recursions.

Lemma 7. For all scheme, there is a scheme without imbrications of nonterminals and yielding the same
word. One can also reduce the number of rules to two, s and p, s being an initialization and p a recursive
rule.

Proof. Let be a scheme without useless arguments, and suppose there is a term imbrication. Some rewritings
will necessary bring a lower nonterminal to the left of others. Since all nonterminals are infinite, a pruning
is possible. In this scheme without multiple recursion, the right number of rewritings reduces the number of
rules to two.

Schemes yielding infinite words may be therefore reduced to two mappings, the first initializing and the
second being tail-recursive. Such reduction leads to the following proposition.

Theorem 1. First-order schemes yield exactly morphic words.

Proof. Let a be our root letter, and the scheme under reduced form, with two rules s, p, and a recursive
nonterminal F . This proof is based on this two-rule reduction : s provides σ and p iterates and hence gives
τ .

τ(a) is yielded by the zone to the left of F in right(p). For each argument of F in left(p), we add the
corresponding letter x ∈ Σ, and τ(x) is yielded by the same argument in right(p). The initialization makes
τ(a) be yielded by the zone to the left of F in right(s), and σ(x), when x is the ith argument of F , is yielded
by the itextrmth argument of F in right(s). Let us recapitulate :

x y z

F
s

σ(x) σ(z)

σ(y)

S

F
p

τ(x) τ(z)

τ(y)

F

σ(a)

τ(a) = au

u such as
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The series of harversting subtrees to the left of F gives

a
τ(a) = ax1 . . . xn

τ2(a) = ax1 . . . xnτ(x1) . . . τ(xn)

After σ-renaming, the series gives the successive harvestings of subtrees built by iterations of p, except
for the subtree of root F . The infinite tree therefore yields a morphic word.

The other way — finding a corresponding scheme to any morphic word — is easy once the previous
construction has been understood. It is only a question of designing trees with the right harverstings.

From a tree generated by scheme, it is easy to find a inverse mapping to harvest it, or precisely gives the
graph-word of the leaves. Hence comes the following corollary.

Proposition 8. Morphic words are in Graph2.

The converse is still an open problem.

4 Higher order

In a higher-order scheme, nonterminal nodes have not only letter (zero-order objects) as arguments, but also
functions. Typing allows to see clearly in schemes. Variables have a type of order at most the order of the
scheme minus one; nonterminals may therefore have the order of the scheme, since they take variables as
arguments.

4.1 Liouville again

The Liouville word is yielded by the following scheme. Most of terminal nodes are not mentioned (beware
of their types, though), and neither are arrows — arcs come from left to right and top to down.

y y

G

y

n n

1 1 *

G

s

p

F

0 *

0

FF

0

S

g

g g

gn

n

n n

0

g g1

Types are here
0, 1 : o

g, n, ∗ : o→ o
G : (o→ o) → o→ o
F : (o→ o) → (o→ o) → o
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Some explanation may be necessary... The variable g maps his argument to a tree with n! leaves all 0
except the last, which is precisely the argument. The variable n is simply a (n − 1)-leaves tree with the
argument repeated. Consequently, an iteration of p writes a tree with n.n! leaves all zero but the last, which
is 1, standing at the n! + n.n! = (n+ 1)! rank as wanted.

A small iteration may explain better how second-order schemes work :

0 *

0 *

0 * 0 * 0 *

1 1 *

s

0 *

p

*

1 1

F

*

0

1

0 0

G

*

S F

4.2 Safety in higher-order schemes

Every subterm in schemes is typed. Safety forbids any subterm into another subterm of higher order type —
take care not to confuse type of a subterm and type of the root of that subterm. In right(p) of the Liouville
example, consider the left subterm of F , typed by o → o. His left subterm has type o : such scheme is
unsafe.

Proposition 9. Safe n-order schemes ⊆ Treen+1 terms.

Whether this is an equality or a strict inclusion is still an open problem; in particular, no result claims
whether scheme-generated trees are in Treen or not. On the other hand, this proposition is available for
Tree3 :

Proposition 10. For any word yielded by a tree generated by second-order scheme, there is a safe scheme
(and hence a Tree3 tree) yielding the same word.

Proof. The proof uses languages of [AdMO05] and it would be drifting too far away.

4.3 Reduced form

Lemma 11. A reduced form of a second-order scheme may have more than two rules, but only one recur-
sive p and one of initialization s. Other rules (and nonterminals) are finite. There is no imbrication of
nonterminals.

It looks like the first-order reduced form, except that we cannot delete finite rules.

Proof. The proof works the same than on the first order, but special care is taken of finite nonterminals.
They cannot be deleted, because they have not all their arguments. In the 6 and 7 lemmas, they are seen as
semiterminal. Finite rule (and semiterminal) detection remains easy.

The lemma 6 stands still, but its proof is much more complex due to a multiplication of nonterminals, to
prevent the attribution of an argument of a nonterminal (when proved useless) — but checking usefulness is
unchanged, when adding virtual vertices for arguments that are not given yet.

An appropriate way to resolve the nonterminal affectation is to differentiate nonterminals by their func-
tional arguments. Let be H with an ith argument of arity ni. Then, in the resulting scheme, instead of a
single H we will have H1 . . . H2ni depending on whether the ith is affected in a useful way or not. If H has
m arguments that make 2

P

i≤m
ni new nonterminals. Moreover, once useless arguments have been removed,

other arguments may become useless. The whole operation (checking-removing) is to be done again.
The following example shows it for m = 1, n1 = 1. Suppose F and G are both of type o → o. Suppose

also that a usefulness checking proved that the argument of F is useless, whereas the argument of G is
useful... how does the resulting scheme look like?
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H

HF

G x

f

x

H

f x

The considered solution is a duplication of H to continue to feed G and stop feeding F . Now F has type
o and G has still type o→ o.

f x F

G x

f

H2 H2

H1f x F

G x

f

H2

H1

H1

x

This checking and modifying operations will now be repeated : here one can see that the second argument
of H2 has become useless.

Finally, the lemma 7 remains unchanged. If a variable is useful, it will necessarily appear to the left of
all other nonterminals, with all its arguments.

Since we get almost the same reduced form than previously, it is natural to get almost the same result.

Theorem 2. Trees generated by second-order schemes yield exactly second-order morphic words.

Semantically, functions of Σ1 are uncomplete terms of the scheme. If there is none, we land back to
first-order schemes, and in the other way to classical morphic words. In a way, the recursive rule still p codes
τ , s codes σ, and the finite rules code possibly the functions of Σ1.

A slight modification is necessary for the yield (harversting) operation : until now it only concerned
leaves-letters. Now we have to consider also function-nodes from Σ1. As we will see, this definition is
unchanged for the final tree, where there are only letters of Σ0.

The reader may be helped by examples of the Liouville and Champernowne words. The given schemes
are already reduced and correspond to the given second-order morphic words.

Proof. Right-left. Building a scheme from the morphic word. Let F be a nonterminal (our recursive one).
The scheme is directly presented on reduced form with s, p rules and possibly finite rules. z̄ is used for
z1, . . . , zn.

For b ∈ Σ0 such as τ(b) 6= b (that is no necessary condition, but is useful to clean the resulting scheme),
then b is variable of F in p, and τ(b) at the same place in right(p), yielded by a tree.

For b ∈ Σ1 and τ(b(z̄)) = u[τ(zi)/zi] 6= b(τ(z̄)) (again, no necessary condition), b is variable of F and u
is yielded by a tree — without the zi. For each height where a term word is not a word, a semiterminal is
needed to “redistribute” arguments.

The letter a initiates all : we need a subtree to the left of F in s yielding σ(a), and another in p yielding
u such as τ(a) = au.

Left-right. A reduced scheme undergoes the same tranformation as before. Let F be the recursive
nonterminal, s, p the rules. We take a letter a. To every argument x of F in left(p), x of type order i, we
associate a letter x ∈ Σi.

Then τ(a) is yielded by the left of F in right(p), σ(a) by the left of F in right(s). When x is the jth

argument of F , τ(x) is yielded by the jth subterm of F in right(p), possibly feeded by z1, . . . , zn if x ∈ Σ1

and is of arity n. Typing ensures it is always possible. When falling on a semiterminal, with the zi it is
complete and we may “unfold” it. In the end, σ(x) is the jth argument of F in right(s).

With proposition 10, we finally hang to the hierarchy.

Proposition 12. Second-order morphic words are in Graph3.
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5 Conclusion and perspectives

Morphic words have been proved to be yielded by deterministic first-order schemes, and thus belong to
Graph2. Second-order morphic words, inspired by the first ones, follow their model and are proved to be
yielded by second-order schemes; they also belong to Graph3. This raises several questions...

The notion of higher-order morphic words may of course be extended to nth-order morphic words. For
instance, third-order morphic words introduce Σ2, functions of functions on letters. Results of part 4 have
to be rewritten to stick to this generalisation.

And since (respectively first- and second-order) morphic words are proved to belong to the hierarchy
(resp. Graph2 and Graph3), what about the converse? It is supposed to be true, but is not proved. The
better would be to have the equality for any order. Unfortunately, this proof is very resistant, even for the
first order; and additional difficulties are expected with safety problems at higher orders.
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A Champernowne word

This word is simply the concatenation of numbers starting from 0. Respectively in decimal and binary, it
would be

01234567891011121314 . . .
0110111001011101111000 . . .

The binary version is enough for us. This infinite word belong to Graph3. To prove that, we may find
monadic interpretations and unfoldings... or we may find a second-order morphic word. Here are the scheme
and corresponding morphic word.

1

s

p

F

FF

S

g

1

0 *

1

g

0

g

G

g

G

y

0 1y

g g g

y

0, 1 : o
g : o→ o
∗ : o→ o→ o
G : (o→ o) → o→ o
F : (o→ o) → o
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As an exercice, the reader can prove that this schemes is unsafe, and that the corresponding morphic
word (on Σ0 = {a, 0, 1},Σ1 = {g1}) is

τ : a 7→ ag(0)g(1)
g(z) 7→ g(z0)g(z1)

σ : a 7→ 01
g(z) 7→ 1z
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